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Andrea Adams, Interim Assoc. Dean #6538

Bobbi Simonsen, Program & Planning Coordinator #6520

Christie Liu, Head of Online Learning & Senior Instructional Designer #3186

Jim West, Dir. of Classroom Technology #7336

Grover Saunders, Head of Innovation Spaces #6997

Craig Baugher, Technical Instructor #620

Andrew Strack, Head, Media Production Services #6533

Bodeene Amyot, Educational Tech. Instructor #7530

Ivan Guadarrama, Educational Tech. Instructor #6527

Jessica Lantz, Instructional Designer #5830

Olen Siron, Sr. Educational Tech. Engineer #7646

Kevin Pitchford, Tech Applications Engineer #4152

Jacqueline Woolf, Sr. Educational Techn. Engineer #4034

Doug Gimbert, Installation & Repair Technician Sr. #0990

Trevor Cockburn, Instructional Equip. & Applications Spec. Sr. #4126

Jeff Roadcap, Instructional Equip. & Applications Spec. Sr. #3643

Bobby Perkins, Instructional Equip. & Applications Spec. Sr. #3705

Makery Shift Supervisor

Carlson Jenkins, 3D Printing & Tech Specialist #2056

Art Pekun, 3D Scanning Spec. #2056
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JMU Libraries’ Vacant Positions

vacant Instructional Faculty #1887

vacant Instructional Faculty #8033

vacant Instructional Faculty #1112

vacant Planning Specialist #4061

vacant Circulation Systems & Borrowing Coord. #480

vacant Special Collections Research Services Coordinator #7707
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